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Abstract. Past failures to solve the riddle of Thyllotaxis were due in 
Tart to faultv methods em4oved in the construction of theorier or the 
assembling of"observationa_l hata. The following exam-les of faulty meth- 
ods are analysed to reveal hidden errors or unwanted consequencec: 
1) Tait argued that if the number s of cons?icuous left and right s,-iralc 
are consecutive Fibonacci numbers, then the divergence angle must be be- 
tween one-third and one-half of a turn. Re then concluded that the con- 
verse v!as necessarily true. 2) Schmendener used a force diagram to show 
that equal and o,Tqosite forces were acting at the ends of a line segment 
AA' in the rlane develo-qment of a cylindrical surface. He then conclud- 
ed that the -joints h and A' were com?elled to move aTart. 3) Davies and 
others measured divergence angles on many plants with a given -hyllotax- 
is, and then -lotted a frequency distribution of the measured values to 
show that they cluster about an average value. 4) Richards and others 
worked exclusivelv vtith difficult transcendental eauations derived from 
a disc model of -hyllotaxis, although a sim?le transformation would have 
converted the transcendental eauations into simqle algebraic eauations. 
5) Some invectieators overlook-the fact that the ai.& of the &em is a 
natural unit of-length for the study of .,hyllotags. Using other units 
tends to obscure an im-cortant functional relationshio that is revealed 
vhen the natural unit is used. The analysis of these faulty methods is 
followed by a discussion of a) the imzortance of using a nhase-snace di- 
agram and b) boy: a mathematical model should be understood. 
Ke words. divergence angle; rise; visible o?-rosed .;arstichy nair; con- 
s-icuous ok>-,osed -arastichy -air; extension. 
I;?TRODUCTION 
?hyllotaxis is the study of the arrange- 
ment of units 
scales of a 
such as leaves, florets or 
-1art around a stem. The ar- 
rangement can be reresented as a cylindri- 
cal ?oint-lattice (a uniform distribution 
of 7oint.s on a cylindrical surface) where 
each -:oint re:-resents the center of a unit. 
A level on the cylinder (a -Ilane -?erlendi- 
cular to the a.xis of the cylinder) that 
contains a lattice -qoint may contain only 
one or more than one. Since the ?ro*erties 
of the case nhere a level contains more 
than one lattice -7oint are easily derived 
from the case nhere it contains only one, 
ae confine our dii;cucsion to the latter. 
In that case there exists a Fenetic siral, 
a helix on the cylinder that cant-tins all 
of the lattice -hints, arranged at equal 
distances on it like beads on a string, and 
joining each one to the next by going the 
shorter oay around the stem. 
Units emerge on the genetic siral at equal 
intervals of time called -lastochrones, and 
may be numbered consecutively stnrtinrr with 
unit 0. If time is measured"in 9astG 
thrones stnrting Mth the emergence of unit 
0, then, for any nhole number T, unit num- 
ber T emerges at time T, and for arbitrary 
T, the number of units -resent at time T 
is the greatest integer in T+l. 
The diverRence ankle, d, is defined as the 
angle of rotation around the axis between 
successive lattice ->oints, ex.ressed as a 
fraction of a turn. 
0 < d f$-. 
Then, by definition, 
For any given d that is not a 
unit fraction, there is a unique integer 
t>l such thet l/(t+l)< d<l/t. ':!ithout 
loss of generality Tie restrict our atten- 
tion to the case t=2, since the Trincizal 
results for this case are easily general- 
ized. 
The genetic sniral is usually not conszic- 
UOUS. %at are cons-:icuous arc t-0 sets 
of secondary snirale, one going u;‘ to the 
left, and the other going u-i to the right, 
that join each lattice point with its 
nearest neighbors. These are knorm as the 
cons-:icuousl=arastichies. If m and n are 
the number of left and right cons"icuous 
7arastichies resnectivelv, the ordered 
.]ai.r (m,n) is called the";hvllotaxis of 
the stem. !'lhere all the units are on a 
single genetic s-iral, m and n are rela- 
tively ?rime. 
The central nroblem of nhyllotaxis is to 
ex:llain tno features of the arrangement 
of units observed in --lants: 1) In nearly 
all ,tlants with one genetic srriral, as T 
increases, the divergence angle d ranidly 
converges toward ~'a, where Tis the 
golden section (7 = (l+fi)/2); and 2) The 
two numbers m and n in the nhyllotaxis of 
the stem are nearly always consecutive 
terms of the Fibonncci sequence (F ) = 
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, . . . , where 9, = 
F2 = 1, and En+, = Fn + Fn_l for n> 1. 
The Iroblem has been under investigation 
since 1830, be inning v&th w'ers by 
Schimner (1839 P Braun (1831, 183.5) and 
the Eravais brothers (1837). Never the- 
less almost 150 years qacsed before a 
model of ?hvllotaxis was develor>ed that 
nrovided a rigorously -roved ex;Tlanotlon 
of these ?henomena (Adler, 1974, 1977). 
Earlier investigators had-some useful 
intuitions and solved some --arts of the 
yroblem but never really Tenetrated to 
the core of it although they thoughtthey 
had. They were led astray by faulty 
methods that included a) failure to de- 
fine unambiguously the relevant concets, 
b) fallacious reasoning, c) a hidden as- 
cum-,tion that turns out to be false, and 
d) selection of carameters and units that 
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tended to obscure rather than reveal rela- 
tionships. These were all competent in- 
vestigators. Nevertheless they stumbled 
into some common booby trans. An analysis 
of their errors may be of some use to oth- 
er model builders as an indication of qit- 
falls to be avoided. This analysis will 
be followed by a brief discussion of how a 
mathematical model should be understood, 
using the contact pressure model of Thyll- 
otaxis as an examole. 
TAIT'S ZRROR 
Let us examine first the paner by F.G. 
Tait (1872) which served as the basis for 
D'Arcy W. Thomnson's chayter on nhyllotax- 
is in his classical work "On Growth and 
Form.1' Tait offers the following argument 
to explain the fact that the number of 
left and right s-eirals observed in Tlants 
are usually consecutive terms of the Fi- 
bonacci sequence, Represent a leaf dis- 
tribution on a cylindrical stem by a cyl- 
indrical loint-lattice, and dram the ?lane 
develobment of the cylindrical surface 
(Fig. 1). Let A and A' re:pesent the same 
leaf and let 0 be a leaf that can be 
reached from A by m ste7.e on a right sni- 
rd, and from A' by n steos on a left s?i- 
rd, vtith m >n. Then there is another 
common leaf P that can be reached by m-n 
steos on the right soiral and by n 
on a new left syiral. "hen m and ns~%s . . 
relatively orime, this -rocedure may be 
repeated until a leaf is obtained that may 
be reached in one ster: on a left or right 
s2ira.l and by t stens on a right or left 
s>iral resqectively. If t = 2, the number 
of leaves in a single turn of the genetic 
spiral is between 2 and 3, hence the di- 
vergence angle is between l/3 and l/2. He 
then concluded that if the divergence an- 
gle is between l/3 and l/2, "the values of 
m and n for the most conspicuous s?,irals 
must be of the form (2,1), (3,2), (5,3), 
(8,.5), etc." 
There are two significant flaws in Tait's 
argument. 1) He fails to define and dis- 
tinguish three totally different concents, 
only one of which is relevant to his argu- 
ment. These concerts are: a) an (arbitra- 
ry) o;?posed paractichy -air, b) a visible 
o,>nooed ?arastichy ;lair, and c) a cons:ic- 
uous opposed yarastichy -air. 2) He as- 
sumes incorrectly that the rocedure of 
getting lower ?arastichy numbers by sub- 
traction until he arrives at (2,l) is u- 
niquely reversible to ?n-educe higher pa- 
rastichy numbers from (2,l) by addition. 
To ex7ose the first flan we need the fol- 
lovdng definitions: Slit the cylindrical 
surface along the element through lattice 
:?oint number zero, and unroll it to ?ro- 
duce the plane develo-Jment. 
lattice 
Given any tao 
-:oints whose numbers are m and n, 
we can draw a right s-iral On from zoint 0 
to point n, and a left sir-al O'm from 
noint 0' to .:oint m. Some of the lattice 
-)oints aTrear at equal intervals on On. 
Others that are not on Cn lie on right 
s-irals Tarallel to On, so that there is a 
minimal set of n right siral- -aro.llel to 
On that contain all the lattice >cints. 
Similarly there is a minimal oet of m left 
sdrals arallel to O'm that contain all 
the lattice qoints. 
and n right' s+.rals 
The m left s irals 
are called the o--;osed 
-2arastichv -air m.n). In general, the in- 
tersection of one of the m left s-:irals 
and one of the n right c-irals need not be 
a lattice noint. In the s>>ecial case nhere 
there is a lattice -point at every intersec- 
tion of the m left s-irals v,-ith the n right 
s-irals, me call the o.::?osed -arastichy 
lie&r (m,n) visible. (Fig. 2) If -oints m 
and n are the nearest neighbors of .:oint C 
on the right and left res-ectively, ne call 
the o?‘,osed narastichy 3air (m,n) conr-icu- 
s. It can be roved that cons-icuous im- 
--lies visible. The -rocedure that Tait vas 
using to .:lroduce -arastichy .-airs rith 
lower numbers is one that I have called 
contraction. It makes sense only fcr vis- 
ible o??osed -arastichy cairn. In fact it 
has been roved (Adler, 1974) That if (m,n) 
is a visible o--osed -&astichy -air and 
m>n, then the contraction (m-n,n) is also 
a visible o;-Iosed xarastichy air. Simil- 
arly, if (n,m) is visible vtith man, then 
so is (n,m-n). 3hen m and n are relative- 
ly rime, reseated contraction does indeed 
lead to either (1,t) or (t,l) as a visible 
o 77osed ,arastichy -7ai.r for some integer 
t>1, and if t=2 the divergence engle does 
lie, as Tait 
l/2. 
.ointed out, betvteen l/3 and 
The condition under v;hich a visible o,y-'osed 
.larastichy pir may become cons-icuous is 
a se )arate yroblem and it de-ends on ano- 
ther variable, the rise r, defined as the 
vertical corn-onent ofhe ditance from 
ooint 0 to point 1 on the genetic s-iral 
vjhen the girth of the cylinder is taken as 
unit of length. ':ie do not go intc this 
roblem here. 
Xen Tait said that the condition 1/3td f 
l/2 suffices to -reduce al.1 Tarastichy 
7airs that are consecutive terms of the Fi- 
bonacci sequence, he I:'ac saying in effect 
that if m and n are consecutive _Yibonacci 
numbers, then (m,n) or (n,m) is a visible 
or).?osed Tarastichy --air if and only if l/3 
Ld 51/2. That this statement is false 
follows from the fact that a contraction 
is not uniquely reversible. If (m,n) is a 
visible o‘,;-losed -)srastichy :-air, ne can 
substitute the sum m+n for either m or n 
to reduce a near ?air whose contraction is 
the -3arastichy ::ar 
rinht extension More:ver an extension 
of a visible o,:,osed para.&ichy T-air& 
not be visible. Su->??oce a -Tarticulsr 0 - 
-?osed Tarastichy --air (m,n) is visible if 
d is in the closed interval 
where x/;/y and z/n are in lov:- 
tveen the-fractions x/y 
The mediant ($dzi;(y;;i be- 
3:: s in 
the interval betoeen them and hence di- 
vides the interval into tno segments. It 
has been --roved that the left extension of 
(m,n) is visible if and only if d liec in 
the left segent, and the right extension 
is visible if and only if d lies in the 
right segment. ($dler,1974). For exam.-le, 
is visible if and only if 1/3fd f 
Then its left extension (5,3) is 
visible if and only if l/j&d &z/5, and 
its right extension (2,5) i: v?sible if 
and only if 2/5sds1/2. starting with 
the visible na_ir (2 11, the airs (2,3), 
(5,3), (5,8), (13,8?,.=.Jse e;;mfg;;; to 
right and left extensions. 
s.?ecify this fact. Korecvcr, tn guarantee 
that all the extcnsionc obtained by taking 
alternately right and left extensions are 
visible, it is necessary that d be in cuc- 
cesnively smaller and smaller intervals 
which in fact constitute s nest of inter- 
Vdr;. The only value of d in that nest 
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is Y', contrary to Tait's assertion that 
any value between l/3 and l/2 suffices. 
Tait's error consisted of two parts: he 
assumed without justification that the 
crocedure of contraction of a :Jarastichy 
nair is uniquely reversible, and he as- 
sumed that a necessary condition of a val- 
id orocedure is a sufficient condition for 
its reversal. That so important a mathe- 
matician as Tait can fall into such ele- 
mentary'errors should serve as a caveat to 
all model builders. 
SCHC'ENDENER'S ERROR 
Be consider next the work of Schwendener 
(1878) who sought an exnlanation of Fibon- 
acci nhyllotaxis in an entirely different 
direction. He took a stez forward from 
the static diagram emoloyed by Tait by in- 
troducing a dynamic model based on the 
fact that the stem as a whole and its in- 
dividual leaf nrimordia are growing. The 
growing nrimordia, when they make contact, 
exert nressure on each other, and he 
sought to demonstrate that Fibonacci 
?hyllotaxis is the result of this contact 
Tressure. He pictured the leaf distribu- 
tion as an arrangement of equal circles in 
the ?lane development of the surface of a 
cylindrical stem. Using a diagram much 
like Tait's, he comnared the broken line 
AMI to a roof. The contact pressure, he 
argued, oaerates like a vertical force 
-ressing down on the roof at 0. To deter- 
mine the consequences of this force, he 
first resolved it into com:?onents in the 
directions OA and i)A'. These forces are 
transmitted to A and A' resnectively. Then 
he resolved the forces oxerating at A and 
A' into vertical and horizontal components 
(Fig. 3). He obtained in this way a hori- 
zontal force at A nointed left, and an e- 
qual horizontal force at A' directed to 
the right. He then concluded that these 
forces Tush A and A' anart, compelling the 
distance between A and A' to grow, at the 
same time that the vertical force on G 
Tushes G down toward AA'. He used two 
se:>arate methods to examine the consequen- 
ces of these conclusions: a) a series of 
ruler and compass constructions, and b) a 
simulation of the compression of the gable 
by a mechanical device vLth rigid hinged 
bars to re-Gresent the gable, and rigid 
movable discs to re-resent the leaf prim- 
ordia. His final conclusion was that the 
l,hyllotaxis was comoelled by contact nres- 
sure to rise to higher and higher numbers 
to (5,3), (5,8),(13,8), etc; that this 
rise in zhyllotaxis was accomoanied by an 
oscillation of the divergence angle with 
diminishing amzlitude it3 successive svtings, 
and convergence to 1375. (the degree equi- 
valent of 7-L.) He also measured the ex- 
treme values of each sewrate swing. The 
foundation of his argument was the state- 
ment that A and A' are Tushed arart by 
horizontal forces of equal magnitude and 
o-:?or;ite directions. Unfortunately the 
reasoning that led to this statement is 
fallacious. He overlooked in his argument 
that A and A' are one and the same Taint. 
Tno forces vtith equal magnitudes and 0~ 
,?osite directions acting at the same noint 
add UY to zero, and a zero force ?roduces 
no movement. Thus his conclusion that AA' 
grows in length remains unqroved. Mever- 
theless, his final conclusions that the 
-jhyllotaxis rises to (5,3), (5,8), etc and 
that the divergence angle converges to 
137%' by a sequence of oscillations of di- 
minishing am?litude turns out to be COP 
rect if contact .>ressure begins early. ile 
even had correct measures for the extreme 
values of each sKing in the oscillations. 
BOW v:as it lnossible to get these correct 
results on the basis of a fallacious argu- 
ment? The answer is that, since the 
growth of AA' was not oroved by his argu- 
ment, its role in the rest of the argument 
nas that of an assumption. The acsumed 
grovith of ALr combined cith the assumed de- 
crease of the height of !: above CA' im-llied 
a decreasing rise. Ziis licture of close- 
Tacking of equal circles v:ac tantamount to 
assuming that each ,rimordium was equidist- 
ant from its nenrest neighbors. Thus he 
was assuming the conditions that dc indeed 
lead to the consequences he obtained, as 
demonstrated in Adler (1974,1977). 3ut be- 
cause his foundation argument aas falla- 
cious, his conclusion remained un:roved. 
Moreover, by assuming that contact 'lrecsure 
was alnays in effect, he wac unable to dis- 
cover that his conclusions need not a:.>ly 
if contact .'ressure begins late. He made 
it seem as though there can be no exce: - 
tions to Fibonacci Thyllotaxis. 
exce::tions 
However, 
such as (2,5) and (5,7) Thyllo-. 
taxis are well knorm. 
Some further analysis of the reason for 
Schwendener's errors may be hel-ful. 
Schwendener was correct in -ostulating the 
existence of contact ':ressure. 'Zhere he 
went astray is in mechanically carrying 
over into the -1:hyllotaxis roblem the force 
diagrams used in Thysics and then not us- 
ing them logically. Instead of transylant- 
ing into biology a diagram borrowed from 
nhysics, he should have asked himself, "In 
what nay that is intrinsic to a biological 
system does contact rressure manifest it- 
self?11 The clue to the answer to this 
question is oresent in the remark by 
Schimner (1830) that the leaf :rimordio, 
vhile tending to grow a?art, are at the 
same time constrained to grow toward each 
other. This clue became the basis of the 
contact nressure ::ostulate in Adler (1974) 
that contact ,ressure ex-resses itself in 
the maximization of the minimum distance 
between nrimordia. C:n the basis of this 
assum:ytion, and the assumtion that the 
rise r is a decreasing function of time, 
it was L?ossible to prove that 1Ybonacci 
nhyllotaxis continues under contact res- 
sure if and only if it is already resent 
when contact .ressure begin 
bonacci 
s, and that Fi- 
,hyllotaxis is inevitable if con- 
tact :ressure begins early. If it does not 
begin early, other ty-les of -hyllotaxis 
like (2,5) and (5,7) are also --oosible. The 
general lesson to be learned from Schwen- 
dener's errors are these: 1) The use of ,an 
analogy from another disci-line can be 
helyful, provided that the Taremeters a-- 
>ro-?riate to that disci.:line are not arbi- 
trarily im-nosed on the subject at hand, 
where they may be ina7-ro-riate. In a-- 
plying the analogy, it is nececcnry to find 
and use those parameters that are intrinsic 
to the :>roblem under investigation. 2) A 
general conclusion that leaves no room for 
exceptions that do occur cannot be valid. 
The argument that led to the conclusion 
should then be re-examined tc see if some 
other asr;um->tion not ex-7licitl.y stated had 
been unconsciously used to arrive at the 
conclusion. Formulating this acsum?tion 
exslicitly may reveal that it is not always 
valid. Then it v&l1 be clear that the con- 
clusion follovrc when it is valid, and the 
exce-.tions may occur ohen it io not. In 
this instance the assumption tt~citly nac'e 
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by Schwendener was that contact pressure 
begins immediately. 
X'HEN NOT TO AVERAGE 
The two examples discussed so far concern- 
ed errors in reasoning made by people try- 
ing to construct a theory of ohyllotaxis. 
The next exam?le deals with a methodologi- 
cal flaw that sometimes occurs in the or- 
ganization of observational data. Many 
experimentalists (for examnle, Davies, 
1939), after measuring the divergence ang- 
le on different regions of a stem or on 
different stems then proceed to nlot a 
frequency distribution to show that the 
average divergence angle is very nearly 
the Fibonacci angle of 137:'. This pro- 
cedure would make sense if there were 
grounds to believe that the divergence 
angle is essentially a constant, and that 
the deviations from the expected value are 
random fluctuations due to extraneous 
causes. Then averaging the measures could 
eliminate the random fluctuations and re- 
veal the constant around which they fluc- 
tuate. However, as shown in the contact 
pressure model of Adler (19741, the diver- 
gence angle for any given nhyllotaxis 
(m,n) is not a constant, but is a function 
of the rise r. In fact, the noint (d,r) 
in the (d,r) plane lies on a circle whose 
equation ex'lresses the fact that leaves m 
and n are equidistant from leaf 0. Aver- 
aging the measured divergence angles, in- 
stead of revealing this dependence of d on 
r, effectively hides it. The lesson to be 
learned from this error is that when vari- 
ations are found in some ?arameter being 
measured whose values tend to cluster a- 
round a central value, it is not necessa- 
rily annropriate to average the measures 
to eliminate the variations. The varia- 
tions may be due to an intrinsic function- 
al relationshin rather than random devia- 
tions. 
CHOICE OF UNITS 
The subject of my next example is the 
choice of units of measure. It may seem 
that choosing a unit of measure is a Jure- 
ly arbitrary matter, and that it makes no 
difference whether you choose one unit or 
another. There are circumstances, howev- 
or9 rlhere an arbitrary choice need not and 
should not be made because a natural unit 
of measure exists. For examjle, in the 
measurement of angles in the calculus, the 
natural unit of measure is the radian, and 
using this unit simplifies considerably 
the noaer series ex.lansions for the trig- 
onometric functions. In srherical geomet- 
ry there is a natural unit of length, the 
circumference of a great circle. Similar- 
ly, in phyllotaxis there is a natural unit 
of length. The .>henomenon of ;3hyllotaxis 
occurs in the same form in slants of vari- 
ous sizes. Therefore the size of the 
Tlant is not relevant to its ?>hyllotaxis. 
3hat is relevant is the relationshir of 
parts of the -slant to the whole. For this 
reason, a natural choice for the unit of 
length is the girth of the stem. ::ith 
this choice of unit, all plants of differ- 
ent sizes are reduced to one normal form, 
and the extraneous factor of absolute size 
is eliminated. One of the consequences of 
using a natural unit is that itmay he17 
to reveal relationshixs that may be ob- 
scured by a different choice of unit. For 
exam2le, Adler (19741, using the girth of 
the &em as unit of length, showed that, 
for any given ohyllotaxis under conditions 
of contact nressure, the divergence angle 
is a linear function of the square of the 
minimum distance between nrimordia. 
Choice of a different unit of length ob- 
scures this relationshir and may make it 
well nigh imTossible to discover it. 
CHOICE OF SURFACE 
During the 15C-year aeriod in which the 
nhenomena of phyllotaxis have been stud- 
ied, several different surfaces have been 
used to model their occurrence. The ear- 
liest investigators (Schimoer, Braun, Bra- 
vais, etc), studying a mature stem, used a 
cylindrical surface as a close a-;roxima- 
tion of the surface of the stem. Later 
investigators (Church, Snow, Richards, 
etc) argued that the origin of nhyllotaxis 
should be sought on the growing tip of the 
stem on which leaf ,>rimordia first emerge, 
and not on the elongated mature stem. 
They therefore rejected the cylindrical 
-picture and turned to the essentially .:ar- 
abclic growing tin. Since they studied 
the ti-, by examining cross-sections .-er- 
nendicular to the axis of the stem, they 
re;ilaced the cylindrical picture of -hyll- 
otaxis by a disc nicture (the so-called 
"centric" representation) in mhich the 
conspicuous 7arastichies have the a--zear- 
ante of logarithmic spirals. k simnle 
transformation can convert the disc r,ic- 
ture into a cylindrical picture in which 
the logarithmic spirals become helices, 
and the nlane develo-ment of the cylindri- 
cal Tdcture converts every helix into a 
straight line. Completely overlooking 
these possibilities, the third generation 
of students of :)hyllotaxis worked only 
rtith the disc nicture. As a result, they 
became entangled in corn-Llicated transcend- 
ental equations where simnle algebraic e- 
quations suffice to ex?ress the same rela- 
tionships in the cylindrical re.resenta- 
tion. There can be no doubt that the dif- 
ficulty of working with the transcendental 
equations of the centric re:,resentation 
stood in the way of penetrating to the 
core of the problem of 37hyllotaxis. The 
return by Adler (1974)'to the cylindrical 
reyresentation and its sim9er equationo 
made it easier to move toward a solution 
of the problem. 
A legitimate question can be raised about 
the cylindrical representation normalized 
by taking the girth of the cylinder as un- 
it of length, and iicturing a leaf distri- 
bution as a cylindrical saint-lattice. 
Doesn't this oversimilify a leaf distribu- 
tion so much that it becomes a falsifica- 
tion? My answer to this question is that 
the sim::lification is essential to the 
study of the :?roblem. ;Tach leaf rimordi- 
urn is actually a three-dimensional a:j:end- 
age on the stem. Different rimordia and 
different parts of one rimordium grow: at 
different rates. Neighboring -1rimordia 
are in contact all along their surfaces. 
(See the excellent drawings of '.Xlliams, 
1974.) Nevertheless, as argued in Adler 
(19771, the contact yressure relations of 
these three-dimencional a,,??endages may be 
nictured as relations among points in a 
cylindrical surface, just as the -reject- 
ive relations of the lines in a bundle of 
lines through a Taint may be _;ictured as 
relations among -3oints in a --rejective 
Ilane. ?icturing the growth of the -rim- 
ordia as a movement of se-::aration of the 
3,0ints that re-:)resent them may be thought 
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of as a kind of integration without bene- 
fit of the calculus, attaching to each 
-2oint the summation of the movements of 
the different .:arts of the wimordium it 
rewesents. Perhans someone some day,_ 
v,ith anwoyriate assumntions about the 
shaye of ?rimordia and the varying growth 
rates of their different ?arts will do 
such an actual integration on a computer. 
Meanwhile the normalized cylindrical re+ 
resentation seems to be a reasonable short- 
cut, and it has justified itself by nrodu- 
cing results. 
Mtually even the cylindrical reoresenta- 
tion of :>hyllotaxis does not give the best 
picture of the essential relationshins in- 
volved. The essence of the Troblem begins 
to become clear only in the chase snace, 
the (d,r) nlane. There the question to be 
answered is, "!'!'ith the nassage of time, 
nhat is the yath followed by the point 
(d,r) that reTresents the state of the 
system?" The answer su;:?lied by the con- 
tact ressure model is that the (d,r) 
-lane contains many zig-zag -)aths, and the 
lower the value of r, the more :>aths there 
are side by side. (Fig. 4). 'Zhen contact 
yressure begins, the ?oint (d,r) moves to 
the nearest such 13th and then, as long as 
the rise r decreases and contact uressure 
continues, it descends along this zig-zag 
2ath. Xach ?ath is made u" of arcs of 
circles very recisely defined. The di- 
minishing length of the arcs is resnons- 
ible for the convergence of the divergence 
angle d to a limit. In the case of the 
-xath that begins nith the arc along which 
leaves 1 and 2 are the nearest neighbors 
of leaf 0, the convergence is to r-', the 
golden angle. The full exnlanation of the 
-.henomena of ':hyllotnxis thus becomes 
clear in the -hnse sate rather than in 
any of the surfaces in which the ,,henomena 
are observed. It seems to me that there 
is a clear lesson here for model builders: 
Zhen you look for relationshi?c among ob- 
servational data, and for a causal exrlan- 
ation of these relationshis, don't limit 
yourself to surface a-';earances. Look be- 
neath the surface for underlying relation- 
ohi,>s and trends,. Sometime- L_ a teemingly 
abstract -icture may reveal more than the 
--hysical icture that is immediately re- 
sented to the eye, because the abstract 
;icture may cut anay ell the extraneous 
factors -resent in the -1hy;ical -icture 
and focus attention on the kernel of the 
roblem. In articulzr, the abctract 
-base s:ace should not be neglected as a 
source of information and insight. 
I turn non tc some brief comments on how a 
mathematical model in general, and the 
contact ress're model of 7hyllotaxi.s in 
-articular, should be understood. A math- 
cmatical model consists of a set of as- 
sum Aions and conclusions deduced from 
these assum-:tionc .J. The ecsential meaning 
of the model is the connection it establi- 
shes betneen the assumptions and the con- 
clusisns. The model does not assert that 
the nscumtions are alv:ays and everyylhere 
valid in the field under study. Its as- 
.:ertion is a conditional ctatement that 
:.lhere and \!lhen the assum-:tionc hold then 
the conclucionc deduced from them chould 
also hold. In the .Idler contact ressure 
model of hyll~taxic, it is assumed that 
the rise r is a decreasing function of 
time, and that, beginning with some time 
T the minimum distance between ;rimordia 
ifi'the normalized cylindrical rewesenta- 
tion is maximized. It is then oroved that 
under these nssum.?tions the --hyllotaxis un- 
dergoes a series of qua>.itative changes at 
a-:ro.)riate times to higher and higher 
?hyllotaxis, cith the changes governed by 
the addition rule that generates the Fibon- 
acci sequence. This is not an assertion 
that the rise must decrease or that the 
minimum distance between vimordia must be 
ma-imized. Aat is asserted is that where 
the tvo assumtions are valid, and as long 
as they remain valid, the ,;hyllotaxis ail1 
rise in accordance cith the addition rule. 
If, for exam.le, the rise begins to in- 
crease, and the -rimordia are -ulled ayart 
as the stem is elongated, then the nhyllo- 
taxis is no longer constrained to rise. 
In my summary of the contact ressure model 
(Adler, 1977, Vol. 65) I used the "vortex" 
meta?hor to describe the zig-zag --ath that 
is followed in the (d,r) :-lane by the -8oint 
that reresents the state of the system. 
There are many such vortices in the (d,r) 
;Aane, their number increasing as r de- 
creases. Zhen contact ,ressure begins, the 
.loint (d,r) moves into a vortex and de- 
scends in it while contact ‘?ressure lasts. 
There is another metanhor, viz that of a 
v;ave, that is suggested by the sha,Te of the 
vortex and by the equations for the Tlasto- 
throne ratio R in a -nrabolic and disc 
model. Let R.(T) be the ,,lastochrone ratio 
at time I! betbeen leaf i and leaf i-l. 
Then it is shown in Adler (1977, vol. 65) 
that in both the -arabolic model and the 
disc model R. (T) = R (T-i). The zig-zag 
form of the bz&tex sughests a riave pith 
diminishing am litude. The equation just 
cited im,-lies that the nave is moving, for 
the follol;ring reason. The jhase 3 'ace dio- 
gram has a tno-fold meaning. The same dia- 
gram that rcrecents the state of the sys- 
tem in the (d,r) -lane can also be under- 
stood to re,resent the movements of leaf 1 
relative to leaf 0 in the :>lane devel.o-3ment 
of the normalized cylindrical re-resenta- 
tion. The equation given above im'llies 
that the nave governing the oscillatory 
changec in the divergence angle betrreen 
leavec 0 and 1 moves uwards to the younger 
airs of leaves nith the :asoage of time. 
This im-lication of the rescnce of a nave 
moving u> the stem and governing the osci- 
llation of the divergence angles d. between 
airs of rimordia has been lorgel$ over- 
looked. The ;rediction that such a wave 
exists should be checked by observations of 
*:lant grol::th. rerha ‘c the a y'ro-riate 
method to use viould be time la-:se .:hoto- 
gra:,hy of the gro?:Ah of a -:lant stem. 
Probably the bent llant to use would be a 
sunflower head, because it is so large, the 
consecutive florets on the genetic s-:iral 
are easily identified, and the divergence 
angles betvieen them con be measured. 
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A A’ 
Fis. 1. Tait's contraction of (m.n)_. 
B: 
Fig. 3. Cchwendener's force diagram, 
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram 
of the first few vortices 
in the (d.r) Tlane. 
Fip. 2. d=3/8. 
A shows (2.3) is visible. 
B shows 2.5) is not visible, 
